Set constraints are relations between sets of ground terms over a given alphabet. They give a natural formalism for many problems in program analysis, type inference, order-sorted unification, and constraint logic programming. In this paper we start studies of set constraints in the environment given by equational specifications. We show that in the case of associativity (i.e., in free monoids) as well as in the case of associativity and commutativity (i.e., in commutative monoids) the problem of consistency of systems of set constraints is undecidable; in linear nonerasing shallow theories the consistency of systems of positive set constraints is NEXPTIME-complete and in linear shallow theories the problem for positive and negative set constraints is decidable. ]
INTRODUCTION
Set constraints give a natural formalism for many problems in program analysis, type inference, order-sorted unification, and constraint logic programming. They have been studied and applied in many papers including [AW93, AWL94, AM91b, AM91a, HJ90b, JM79, MR85, Rey69, YO88, Uri92, Koz94] .
Set constraints provide a tool for an analysis of (functional, logic, and imperative) programs which is based on representation of variables as sets of values. In algorithms of analysis of programs, sets of terms represent possible values computed by the program (or assumed by variables). Set constraints are generated by the program syntax and a solution of set constraints gives some information about the program such as types consistency or possibility of optimization.
The motivation for the work presented here was given mainly by the paper [Hei93] of Heintze in which the ideas of set-based analysis are extended to arithmetic expressions. This extension yields useful information about the arithmetic components of a program. We prove here that in the presence of set intersection the problem of finding solutions of set constraints involving arithmetic is not computable.
Article No. IC972692 Another important application of set constraints is an approximation of logic programs. It is known that the meaning of a logic program (i.e., the set of formulae that are consequences of this program) is in general nonrecursive. Set constraints give a possibility of finding a good, recursive, and finitely presented approximation of this set. In [Col90] Colmerauer presented PROLOG III, an extension of PROLOG by an associative operation of list concatenation. Here we show that an attempt to extend the approximation of logic programs to PROLOG III-like languages must fail since the problem of consistency of systems of set constraints in associative theories is undecidable.
This paper consists of three parts. First we introduce the problem and its history. In the second part we deal with associative and associative commutative theories and prove that in the presence of set intersection, proposed by Heintze, set-based analysis of programs involving arithmetic is not computable. The third part is devoted to linear shallow theories. This includes such theories as commutativity or unity, but not associativity or idempotency. Shallow theories were investigated by Comon et al. in their papers [CHJ92 and CHJ94] . We show that the problem of consistency of systems of set constraints in such theories can be reduced to satisfiability of almost flat formulae and then solved using methods introduced in [CP94a] .
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Let 7 be a given finite vocabulary of function symbols, let V be an infinite collection of set-valued variables, and let H denote the set of all ground terms over 7 (the Herbrand universe).
A system of set constraints is a finite conjunction of subset relations E E$ (or, in the case of negative set constraints, also E 3 E$), where E and E$ are set expressions over 7 and V. In this paper we consider only basic set expressions defined by the grammar E ::== | | : |E _ E | E & E |E | f (E 1 , ..., E n ), where : is a set variable in V and f # 7. In related papers this grammar is often extended by the operators of diagonalizations 2 f i= j (E) or projections f i (E). If diagonalizations are present we speak of set constraints with equality (this notion was introduced in [BGW93] , where a partial reduction of such systems of set constraints to monadic formulae with equality was made). If projections are present we speak of set constraints with projections.
Definition 2.1. Let SC be a system of set constraints of the form E i E$ i , E j 3 E$ j for i=1, ..., k and j=k+1, ..., l, and let EQ be an equational theory. Let E(SC ) denote the set of all set subexpressions occurring in SC. The system SC is said to be consistent in the theory EQ if there exists a mapping (called the solution of the system) S assigning subsets of HÂ= EQ to the set expressions such that S(E i ) S(E$ i ) for i=1, ..., k S(E j ) 3 S(E$ j ) for j=k+1, ..., l
S(c)=[[c] EQ ]
for constant symbols c # 7
S(=)=< S( )=HÂ= EQ
S(E 1 _ E 2 )=S(E 1 ) _ S(E 2 )
S(E 1 & E 2 )=S(E 1 ) & S(E 2 ) 
S(E )=HÂ= EQ &S(E)
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RELATED WORK
The first general results concerning the decidability of set constraints were obtained by Heintze and Jaffar [HJ90a] , who studied the so-called definite set constraints. Definite set constraints are of the form exp 1 exp 2 where exp 2 is restricted to constants, variables and function symbols, and exp 1 does not contain the complement symbol, but may contain projections.
Positive set constraints are just set constraints defined in Section 2, without diagonalizations and projections. The decidability of systems of positive set constraints was established by Aiken and Wimmers [AW92] . Other proofs have been obtained later. Gilleron et al. [GTT93a] gave a proof based on automata theoretic techniques and Bachmair et al. [BGW93] gave a proof using the decision procedure for the first order theory of monadic predicates, providing also NEXPTIME-completeness of the problem of consistency of positive set constraints. In the paper [AKVW93] by Aiken et al., yet another algorithm has been presented and a detailed analysis of the complexity of positive set constraints has been given. The paper [Koz93] contains the essence of all these algorithms.
Since our approach is based on techniques introduced in [BGW93] , we now give the main idea of the proof from this paper.
For each expression E # E(SC ) we introduce a predicate symbol P E . These predicates are defined by the formulae: P ( y 1 ) W true P = ( y 1 ) W false P E 1 _ E 2 ( y 1 ) W P E 1 ( y 1 ) 6 P E 2 ( y 1 ) P E 1 & E 2 ( y 1 ) W P E 1 ( y 1 ) 7 P E 2 ( y 1 ) P E ( y 1 ) W cP E ( y 1 ) P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f ( y 1 , ..., y n )) W P E 1 ( y 1 ) 7 } } } 7 P E n ( y n ) P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( g( y 1 , ..., y m )) W false for g # 7& [ f ] . The universal closure of the conjunction of formulae defining predicates P E for all E # E(SC ) and the formulae P E ( y 1 ) Ä P E$ ( y 1 ) for all set constraints E E$ occurring in SC, expresses the satisfiability of SC, is a flat formula (see Definition 5.7), and therefore is equivalent to a skolemization of some monadic formula. This reduces the problem of consistency of positive set constraints to the problem of satisfiability of monadic formulae, which is in NEXPTIME since by the result of Ackermann for satisfiable sentences without equality there exists a model of size bounded by 2 N , where N is the number of predicate symbols (see Lemma 5.17).
In the case of negative set constraints we allow not only inclusions of the form E E$ as in the positive case, but also negated inclusions of the form E % E$. Since we mix here inclusions with negated inclusions, these set constraints are often called mixed. The problem of the decidability of such sets constraints is more difficult. Two solutions were obtained independently by Aiken et al. [AKW93] and Gilleron et al. [GTT93b] . Both of them are quite nontrivial. The third solution was later obtained by Charatonik and Pacholski [CP94a] . The solution by Aiken et al.
[AKW93] uses ideas of [AKVW93] and goes through normal forms, a reduction to another problem concerning hypergraphs, a reduction to the Diophantine (nonlinear) reachability problem, and solving the last one in some sense again using graph-theoretic tools. Later an improvement of this result was obtained by Stefansson [Ste94] , who simplified the last part of the proof, obtaining NP-completeness of the Diophantine reachability problem, and thus establishing NEXPTIME-completeness of the original problem. The solution by Gilleron extends ideas of [GTT93a] and is based on the notion of a tree set automaton. The paper presents a theory of tree set automata, describes how set constraints can be expressed using this notion and proves the decidability of the nonemptiness problems for tree set automata thus establishes the decidability of sets constraints. The first two parts of the paper are quite nice. However, the proof of decidability of the emptiness problem is long and contains several difficult technical lemmas whose proofs are rather difficult to follow. The solution by Charatonik and Pacholski is based on the idea of Bachmair et al. [BGW93] to reduce the decidability problem for positive set constraints to the problem of consistency of first order theories of unary predicates. The translation of set constraints to monadic formulae is almost the same as described for positive set constraints; the difference is that negative set constraints E % E$ are encoded in formulae of the form _xP E (x) 7 cP E$ (x). The problem we encountered here was that finite models of such formulae can not always be extended to a solution of the input system of set constraints.
Example 3.1. The system X 3 Y, a Y, f (Y ) Y is not consistent over the alphabet 7=[a, f ( } )] because Y must contain all the terms of the form f n (a) with n 0 (that is the whole Herbrand universe), and there are no more terms to be put to X. The following monadic formula describes this system:
This formula has a finite model with the domain consisting of three elements e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and the following interpretation of predicate symbols: P a (e 1 ), P Y (e 1 ), P Y (e 2 ), P f (Y ) (e 2 ), P X (e 3 ). Transforming it to a Herbrand model requires introducing a new constant symbol (corresponding to e 3 ), which is not allowed. Note that the system is consistent over the alphabet 7=[a, b, f (})].
Set constraints with equality are set constraints with the grammar of set expressions extended by operators of diagonalizations. Here for S to be a solution of a system it must satisfy, besides the conditions from Definition 2.1 (for the empty theory), the condition S(2
. Such set constraints were introduced by Bachmair et al. in [BGW93] , where partial result of consistency for positive set constraints with negative occurrences of diagonalizations was obtained. The problem with unrestricted diagonalizations for (more general than positive) negative set constraints was solved by Charatonik and Pacholski in [CP94a] .
In the case of projections, a solution S must satisfy S(
. There were several attempts to solve the problem with projections. The first partial solution was given by Heintze and Jaffar in their paper about definite set constraints. The second partial solution (for negative occurrences of projections in positive set constraints) was given by Bachmair et al. in [BGW93] . The obvious translation to (unfortunately not flat) formulae is P f i (E) ( y i ) W _y 1 , ..., y i&1 , y i+1 , ..., y n : P E ( f ( y 1 , ..., y n )), but if f i (E) does not occur positively in the input system of set constraints, then the equivalence can be replaced by the implication from right to left, and then the formula can be normalized to a flat formula. The third partial solution was given in the above mentioned papers [GTT93b, AKW93, CP94a] about negative set constraints, since negative set constraints are a particular case of set constraints with projections. To see this, consider a set constraint a f 1 ( f (a, X )), where a is a constant symbol, which is equivalent to X 3 =. The full solution was given by Charatonik and Pacholski in [CP94b] . This was done by applying the techniques developed in [CP94a] to the idea of Bachmair et al.
ASSOCIATIVITY AND ASSOCIATIVITY AND COMMUTATIVITY
In this section we shall prove that in free and commutative monoids the problem given a system of set constraints, decide whether the system is consistent, is undecidable. In both cases we identify equivalence classes of terms with elements of monoids; for example, in case of associativity, we identify the equivalence class [a(bc), (ab) c] with the word abc.
Associativity
Below we reduce a known undecidable problem given a Turing machine M, is L(M ) empty? to the problem of consistency of set constraints in free monoids.
Let M be a Turing machine (with one left-bounded tape). We say that a word w is a configuration of M if it is of the form w 1 qw 2 , where w 1 w 2 is the contents of the tape of M up to the rightmost nonblank symbol or the symbol to the left of the head (whichever is the rightmost), q is the current state of M, and w 1 is the contents of the tape to the left of the head. If w is a word then w R denotes the word w written backward, for example, (aab) R =baa. A valid computation of M is a (finite) string w 1 *w R 2 *w 3 *w R 4 *... such that each w i is a configuration of M, w 1 is an initial configuration, w n is a final accepting configuration, and w i+1 results in one move from w i for 1 i<n. The set of invalid computations is the complement of the set of valid computations (with respect to the union of the work alphabet of M, the set of states of M and [*]).
Clearly L(M ) is empty if and only if the set of valid computations of M is empty.
The following lemma can be found in [HU79] .
Lemma 4.1. The set of valid computations of a Turing machine M is the intersection of two context free languages, L 1 and L 2 , and grammars for these languages can be effectively constructed from M.
In the lemma below the system of set constraints is written over a signature consisting of constant symbols corresponding to terminal symbols in the grammar, and one associative function symbol corresponding to concatenation. Set variables correspond to nonterminal symbols in the grammar.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a context free grammar and let S be the start symbol of G. Let SC(G) be a system of set constraints consisting of a constraint w X, for each production rule X Ä w in G. Then for each solution S of SC(G) we have L(G) S(S).
Proof. Let L(X ) denote the set of all words that can be produced from X using production rules from G. We have to show that L(S) S(S). It is easy to see (by induction on the length of the derivation of w) that for any nonterminal symbol X and any word w, w # L(X ) implies w # S(X ). K Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. Proof. Let M be a Turing machine and let G 1 , G 2 be context free grammars such that L(G 1 ) & L(G 2 ) is the set of valid computations of M. Let S 1 and S 2 be starting symbols of G 1 and G 2 , respectively. Now we construct a system SC of set constraints. SC consists of all the constraints in SC(G 1 ) and SC(G 2 ), and, additionally the constraint
Suppose S is a solution of SC. The set of valid computations is a subset of S(S 1 ) & S(S 2 ). Since S(S 1 ) & S(S 2 )=<, the set of valid computations is empty. Similar arguments show that if the set of valid computations is empty then SC is consistent. As a corollary we get that SC is consistent if and only if the set of valid computations of M is empty, i.e., if and only if L(M ) is empty. K
Associativity and Commutativity
In this section we prove that the problem of consistency of systems of set constraints in commutative monoids (i.e., in AC1, the theory of one associative and commutative function symbol with unit element), is undecidable. The proof works also in the case of AC theory (without unit element). Using the same argumentation we show that in the presence of set intersection the problem of finding solutions of constraints involving arithmetic is not computable.
The idea is to encode a two-counter machine. A two-counter machine consists of a finite control and of two counters. Each counter holds exactly one nonnegative integer. In one move the two-counter machine checks if any of its two counters contain zero and depending on the state of its finite control changes the state and adds or subtracts 1 from one of the counters. In [HU79] it is shown that a twocounter machine can simulate a Turing machine, therefore the following problem is undecidable: given a two-counter machine M and one of its states q, decide whether M reaches q. Below we prove that this problem can be reduced to the problem of consistency of set constraints in commutative monoids.
The following theorem was proved by Ganzinger and I thank him for permission to include it in this paper. Proof. Let M be a two-counter machine. We represent the storage of M (two integers i, j) as the term a i b j , where a and b are two different constant symbols. For each state q of M we introduce a set variable X q which is to encode all possible values stored by M in the counters while being in the state q. The initial configuration (both counters set to zero, initial state q 0 ) is represented by the set constraint 1 X q 0 , where 1 is the unit element. To test whether the counters contain zero we need the sets
. We get these sets by introducing new set variables A 1 , A 2 , and B, and constraints
Now each move is represented in the following way: if the machine is in the state q, to test whether counters are set to zero we intersect X q with the proper set (1, A 1 , A 2 or B), to change the state to q$ we write X q$ on the right side of the inclusion, to add 1 to a counter we multiply the expression on the left side of inclusion by a proper constant (i.e., a for the first counter and b for the second), and to subtract 1 from a counter we multiply the right side of the inclusion by a proper constant. For example the instruction if in the state q the first counter is set to zero, the second is nonzero, then change the state to q$ and add 1 to the first counter is represented by a(X q & A 2 ) X q$ and if in the state q both counters are nonzero then change the state to q$ and subtract 1 from the second counter is represented by
It is easy to see that now if M reaches a state q with i and j stored in the counters then the system is consistent and S(X q ) contains a i b j for each solution S. Finally, to test whether M reaches q we write X q =. Now the system is consistent if and only if M does not reach q. K Theorem 4.5. The problem of consistency of systems of set constraints in AC is undecidable.
Proof. The proof goes in the same way as in case of Theorem 5, the only difference is that we replace 1 by the term ab, so now
It is obvious how to modify the constraints defining these sets and constraints representing moves of the machine. K
In [Hei93] Heintze extended the ideas of the set based analysis of programs to arithmetic expressions by allowing set expressions to be of the form E 1 opE 2 where op ranges over arithmetic operators such as +, &, *, Â. In fact set expressions presented there are generated by quite different grammar (e.g., there is no set intersection) constructed in context of ML programming language, but in the case of other languages (e.g., logic programming languages, see [Hei92) the grammars constructed do contain intersection. Set constraints used in program analysis are of the form E X where E is a set expression and X is a set variable. The problem therefore is not to test consistency (these constraints are trivially consistent), but to compute the minimal solution. Below we prove that in the presence of intersection and arithmetic this problem is not computable. More formally, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let set expressions be generated by the grammar E ::=X |i| E & E |i V E | EÂi, where i ranges over natural numbers and X over the set of set variables. The problem given a system SC of set constraints of the form E i X i and a set variable X, decide whether in the minimal solution I of SC the set I(X ) is empty, is undecidable.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as in Theorem 5. Here the storage with integers i, j is represented by the integer 2 i 3 j . The sets A 0 , A 1 , and B are defined by the constraints 2 A 0 , 2 V A 0 A 0 , 3 A 1 , 3 V A 1 A 1 , 6 B, 2 V B B, 3 V B B. Adding (respectively, subtracting) 1 to the first (respectively, the second) counter is coded by multiplying (respectively, dividing) by 2 (respectively, 3). For example the instruction if in the state q both counters are nonzero then change the state to q$ and subtract 1 from the second counter is represented by (X q & B)Â3 X q$ . It is easy to see that M reaches q if and only if in the least model I of these constraints I(X q ) is nonempty. K
SHALLOW THEORIES
In this section we will deal with linear shallow equational theories. We prove that the problem of consistency of systems of mixed (positive and negative) set constraints in these theories can be reduced to satisfiability of almost flat formulae. If the theory is also nonerasing, the obtained formula is flat and this reduction gives decidability of the problem of consistency of positive set constraints. If the theory is erasing, we apply techniques from [CP94a] and obtain the decidability result for mixed set constraints.
Shallow theories were investigated by Comon et al. in their papers [CHJ92] and [CHJ94] . This is probably the largest class of equational theories for which all interesting problems (such as word problem, unification and disunification, quantifier elimination) are decidable and one of very few classes of theories that enjoy a uniform unification or disunification procedure.
Basic Notions
In this part we describe basic properties of shallow theories and almost flat formulae.
Definition 5.1. A term t is shallow if all its variables occur at depth at most one. An equation is an unordered pair of terms. An equation l=r is shallow if both l and r are shallow. A shallow presentation is a finite set of shallow equations. A theory is shallow if it can be axiomatized by a shallow presentation. All theories considered in this section are nontrivial, linear, and shallow; some of them are nonerasing. If a theory is not nonerasing, it is easy to encode negative set constraints, which makes the problem much more difficult (see [AKW93, GTT93b, CP94a] ). For example, in the theory axiomatized by K(x, y)=x, the constraint a K(a, E) is equivalent to E 3 =, since if E is empty then K(a, E) is empty and if E is nonempty then K(a, E)=a.
A position in a term is a sequence of natural numbers used to select a subterm. The empty position is denoted 4 and corresponds to the whole term. Lemma 5.4. Every shallow theory E has an extension E$ such that v there exists an axiomatization of E$ such that for every equation s=t in this axiomatization, both s and t are terms of depth at most one
where H and H$ denote, respectively, the sets of ground terms in the original and extended theories.
Proof. This is Lemma 4.2 in [CHJ94] . The theory E$ is obtained from E by adding new constant symbols to the signature and new equations to the theory. These new constant symbols correspond to ground terms of depth at least one, occurring in the axiomatization of E. K
The depth of an equation s=t is a maximum of the depth of s and the depth of t.
Lemma 5.5. The problem of consistency of systems of set constraints in a shallow theory is reducible to the problem of consistency of systems of set constraints in a shallow theory axiomatized by a finite set of equations of depth at most one.
Proof. Using Lemma 5.4 it is easy to construct a solution of a system in the theory E$ from a solution in the theory E and conversely, so a system of set constraints is consistent in E if and only if it is consistent in E$. K
The lemma below will be crutial in the proofs of Theorems 5.11 and 5.12. It does not hold in nonshallow theories.
Lemma 5.6. Every shallow theory E has a syntactic shallow presentation, i.e., a shallow presentation E such that for every two terms s, t such that s= E t there is a proof in E :
Proof. This is Lemma 3.7 in [CHJ92] . E is the closure of any axiomatization of E with respect to the following three rules:
where [ y :=x] is the substitution assigning the term x to the variable y, C is the set of constant symbols in 7, V is the set of variables, and 7 is the signature (i.e., the set of all function symbols in our theory). K From now on we assume that all shallow presentations we use in this paper are syntactic, with all equations of depth at most one.
Definition 5.7. A formula , is almost flat if the following syntactic properties are satisfied:
v , is a sentence in prenex normal form with prefix _x 1 } } } _x k \y 1 } } } \y m v all predicate symbols are unary v for each atom p(t) occurring in ,, t is either a variable x i or y j or a term f ( y 1 , ..., y n ) for some n m.
We say that , is flat if it is almost flat with k=0 (i.e., with prefix \y 1 } } } \y m ).
Note that if we replace each existential variable in an almost flat formula by a new constant symbol then we get a flat formula. Flat formulae were introduced by Bachmair et al. in their paper [BGW93] and used in the reduction of the problem of consistency of set constraints to monadic class. In this section we use a similar method to show that set constraints in linear shallow theories may be reduced to monadic class.
Definition 5.8. The monadic class is the class of first order formulae without function symbols, with unary (i.e., monadic) predicates only.
If we skolemize a monadic formula in a prenex form, we get a flat formula. If we skolemize an almost flat formula ., we get a formula which is a skolemized version of some monadic formula. We call this monadic formula the formula corresponding to .. It is well known that a formula is satisfiable if and only if its skolemized version is satisfiable. As a corollary we get Lemma 5.9. An almost flat formula is satisfiable if and only if the corresponding monadic formula is satisfiable.
Reduction to Almost Flat Formulae
In this section we define an almost flat formula corresponding to a given system of set constraints and prove that (under some assumptions, see Theorems 5.11 and 5.12) the system is consistent in EQ if and only if the formula has a model over the Herbrand universe.
The idea is the following. For a given system SC of set constraints in a theory EQ we write an almost flat formula .. This formula contains some information about both EQ and SC. Then we look for a Herbrand model of this formula (i.e., a model with the domain being the Herbrand universe) at this moment we ignore EQ for a while. When we find such a model, it may happen that it is not compatible with EQ (see Definition 5.10 and Example 5.3 below), but then we prove that (under some assumptions) any model of . can be transformed to a compatible model (Lemma 6.9), from which we can get (by identifying terms equal in EQ) a solution of the system SC.
Let 7 be given signature and let C denote the set of constant symbols in 7. Let EQ be a (nontrivial) set of linear shallow equations. Let SC be a system E 1 3 E$ 1 , ... , E k 3 E$ k , E$ k+1 E$ k+1 , ..., E k+k$ E$ k+k$ of mixed (positive and negative) set constraints over 7 and let E(SC ) denote the set of all set expressions occurring in SC, the expressions E i & E $ i for i=1, ..., k and the expressions c for each constant symbol c # C (recall that c denotes the set [c]). For each set expression E # E(SC ) we introduce a predicate symbol P E . Now we shall define an almost flat formula corresponding to the system SC. For each expression f (E 1 , ..., E n ) # E(SC ), each function symbol g occurring in SC, and each equation e # EQ we define a formula . g( y 1 , ..., y arity(g) ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e), equivalent to an almost flat formula. The idea behind this formula is the following. We want to think about terms from the Herbrand universe H instead of elements of the quotient set HÂ= EQ this is because in the case of H we can use almost flat formulae and we can replace them with monadic formulae, which leads us to pure monadic logic without function symbols. So we want to define an interpretation of P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) in such a way, that it corresponds to the set S( f (E 1 , ..., E n )) for some solution S of SC, that is, this predicate holds exactly on terms which are equal in EQ to terms of the form f (t 1 , ..., t n ) with [t i ] EQ belonging to S(E i ). In the empty theory this is done by the formulae P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f ( y 1 , ..., y n )) W P E 1 ( y 1 ) 7 } } } 7 P E n ( y n ) and
In shallow theories these formulae are replaced by the formulae . g( y 1 , ..., y arity(g) ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e). Unfortunately we are not able to say that two terms are equal in EQ using almost flat formulae, since the order of the variables in terms is fixed and we do not have equality predicate in the language. Using the formulae .
f ( } } } ) we are able to guarantee that for any model of the formula . (defined below), we have [t | P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (t) holds] [s | s= EQ f (t 1 , ..., t n ), P E i (t i ) holds for i=1, ..., n], and that there exists a model with these sets equal.
The formulae .
f ( } } } ) (e) are defined for n-ary symbols f # 7 and m-ary symbols g # 7 with n 0 and m 0, depending on the form of the equation e. (v 1 , ..., x, . .., v m ), and g is any function symbol different from f.
where i is the position of x in f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ), and g is any function symbol different from f.
where u i 1 , ..., u i l and v j 1 ..., v j l are all the variables occurring on both sides of the equation f (u 1 , ..., u n )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ), respectively, with u i k =v j k , and g is any function
where u i 1 , ..., u i l and v j 1 , ..., v j l are all the variables occurring on both sides of the equation f (u 1 , ..., u n )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ), respectively, with u i k =v j k .
v .
(e)= false if e is not of any of the forms above.
Definition of .. Let . SC be the formula _x 1 (
where the last two conjuncts are present only if, respectively, and = are members of E(SC). Let . C be the formula
where m is the maximal arity of a function symbol occurring in SC. The formula . is equivalent to an almost flat formula. It is not almost flat itself, because it is not in prenex normal form. We prove this equivalence as follows: First, we remove W connectives (e.g., we can convert . to conjunctive normal form, but treat each occurrence of _zP E (z) as an atom). Then, for each positive occurrence of _zP E (z) we introduce a fresh existential variable x i (i is here a unique index of the occurrence) and replace this occurrence with _x i P E (x i ). For each negative occurrence c_zP E (z) we introduce a fresh universal variable z j and replace c_zP E (z) with \z j cP E (z j ). Then, since these fresh variables occur only once in the whole formula, we can move the quantifiers anywhere in the prefix, getting, e.g., prefix _x 1 } } } _x k \y 1 } } } \y m \z 1 } } } \z n . Now what we get is an almost flat formula.
Definition 5.10. We say that an interpretation I is compatible with EQ if terms equal in EQ are interpreted in the same way in I; more formally, if for any two terms t, s and any predicate symbol P, t= EQ s implies I(P)(t)=I(P)(s).
], and SC be the system consisting of one constraint f (X )
. Then E(SC)=[a, X, f (X ), ], and . is the following formula:
Consider the following model of .: P a (a), P X ( f (a)), P f (X ) ( f ( f (a))), P f (X ) (g( f (a))), and P (t) for each term t. This model is not compatible with EQ because EQ g(a) . Using Lemma 6.9 we can transform it in to the following, compatible with EQ, model: P a (a), g( g(a) )), and P (t) for each term t.
Remark. We say that a predicate P is compatible with EQ if t= EQ s implies P(t)=P(s). We are able to prove that if predicates P E 1 , ..., P E n are compatible with EQ, then so is P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) . If we could start the induction, we would have an inductive proof that any model of . is compatible with EQ. In fact the formula . C gives that if E is a constant symbol then P E is compatible with EQ. The example above shows that P E need not be compatible with EQ if E is a set variable.
Theorem 5.11. If SC is consistent in EQ then . has a model over the Herbrand Universe H over 7, compatible with EQ.
Proof. The proof can be found in the Appendix. K Below we will prove (under some assumptions about the existential part of .) the converse theorem to Theorem 5.11, that is if . has (any, not necessarily compatible with EQ) model over the Herbrand universe H over 7 then SC is consistent in EQ. The idea is to change the existing model into a model compatible with EQ. This is done by choosing for each equivalence class of the relation = EQ a fixed term representing this class, and then interpreting every term from this class in the same way as the representative is interpreted.
Suppose . has a model I. We shall identify I with a function 8: H Ä 2 E(SC ) , where 2 E(SC ) is the set of functions from E(SC ) to [0, 1], and 8(t)(E)=1 iff I(P E (t))=true (intuitively, if t # E). Let r: H Ä H be any fixed function giving for each term t such a representative of the set [t] EQ , that v if t= EQ s then r(t)=r(s)
is a term of the form f (r(t 1 ), ..., r(t n )).
Note that now t= EQ s iff [t] EQ =[s] EQ iff r(t)=r(s). Such function r exists since it can be defined inductively as follows: take the minimal term t such that r(t) is not defined yet; if t is a constant symbol then put r(t)=t, if t is a term of the form f(t 1 , ..., t n ) then put r(t)= f (r(t 1 ), ..., r(t n )), and for each term s such that s= EQ t put r(s)=r(t).
Now we shall define a new function 8$, which corresponds to another interpretation of .. Let 8$(t)=8(r(t)). The key idea in the proof of Theorem 5.12 is that 8$ gives a compatible with EQ model of .. It is not difficult to reconstruct a solution of SC from such a model.
Theorem 5.12. Assume that . has a model over the Herbrand universe H over 7. If either EQ is nonerasing and SC does not contain negative constraints or _zP E (z) implies _zP E (r(z)) for every predicate symbol P E then SC is consistent in EQ.
Proof. The proof can be found in the Appendix. K
Positive Set Constraints in Nonerasing Linear Shallow Theories
The following corollary is a particular case of Theorem 5.12:
Corollary 5.13. If . has a model over the Herbrand universe H over 7 and EQ is nonerasing and SC is a system of positive set constraints then SC is consistent in EQ.
In the light of Theorem 5.11, Corollary 5.13, and Lemma 5.9 we get the following.
Theorem 5.14. A system SC of positive set constraints in a linear nonerasing shallow equational theory is consistent if and only if the corresponding monadic formula is satisfiable.
Since satisfiability of monadic formulae is in NEXPTIME (see [Lew80] ) and consistency of systems of positive set constraints in the empty theory is NEXPTIMEcomplete (see [BGW93] ), we get Theorem 5.15. Consistency of systems of positive set constraints in a linear nonerasing shallow equational theory is decidable; more precisely it is a NEXPTIME-complete problem.
Negative Set Constraints in Linear Shallow Theories
5.4.1. Reduction to Tree Set Automata. In this section we reduce the problem of consistency of systems of set constraints to the problem of existance of a successful run for a tree set automaton.
Definition 5.16. A tree set automaton is a triple A=(7, Q, R). 7 is a finite ranked alphabet, Q is a finite set of states and R is a finite set of rules of the form f(q 1 , ..., q n ) Ä q, where f # 7, q, q 1 , ..., q n # Q, and n is the arity of f.
The automaton is complete if for each number n, each f # 7 of arity n and each sequence q 1 , ..., q n of states there must exist a state q such that f (q 1 , ..., q n ) Ä q belongs to R.
An A-run of A is a mapping 8: H Ä Q such that if 8( f (t 1 , ..., t n ))=q then R contains the rule f (8(t 1 ), ..., 8(t n )) Ä q.
An A-run 8 is EQ-successful if there exists a function r as above such that 8(r(H))=Q.
Note that if the automaton is defined according to Definition 5.18 and Lemma 5.17 then a run can be identified with the function 8 defined in Section 5.2. Now we will define a tree set automaton corresponding to the system SC (or, equivalently, to the formula .). Recall that each almost flat formula , has a corresponding monadic formula, that is the monadic formula whose skolemization is equal to the skolemization of ,. Let monadic(.) be the monadic formula corresponding to .. To define the automaton, we need the following definitions and lemmas.
Let N be the number of predicate symbols in P=[P E | E # E(SC )]. If I is a model of monadic(.) then we consider the equivalence relation # in I such that x#y if and only if for all P # P we have P I (x) holds iff P I ( y) holds, where P I is the interpretation of P in I. Let M be the number of different equivalence classes of the relation #.
Lemma 5.17 (see [Ack54] , p. 34). A monadic formula (without equality) is satisfiable if and only if it has a finite model (of cardinality M 2 N ) such that in each equivalence class of the relation # there is at most one element.
Recall that . is equivalent to an almost flat formula , which is a partial skolemization of monadic(.) monadic(.) can be obtained from by replacing each term f( y 1 , ..., y n ) by an existential variable x f and adding the quantifier _x f between the quantifiers \y n and \y n+1 in the prefix of .
Definition 5.18. If M is a finite model of monadic(.) then we define a tree set automaton A(M ) in the following way:
v 7 is the set of function symbols occurring in .
v Q is the domain of M v f (q 1 , ..., q n ) Ä q belongs to R if the formula monadic(.) with y i instantiated to q i and x f instantiated to q is satisfied.
Note that 7 here is exactly the initial set of function symbols with which we write set constraints, and it is a bit less than the set of Skolem function symbols for the formula monadic(.) the difference is the set of Skolem constants corresponding to the existential part of the almost flat formula (skolemization of introduces new constant symbols and gives a formula which is also a skolemization of monadic(.)).
Note that A(M ) may be nondeterministic, i.e., R may contain two (or more) rules with the same lefthand side and with different righthand sides, but must be complete. Hence each partial run (a run defined on some closed subset of H, where closed means that whenever the set contains a term, it must also contain all its subterms) can be extended to a run.
Lemma 5.19. If SC is consistent in EQ then there exists a finite model M of monadic(.) and an EQ-successful run of A(M ).
Proof. Assume that SC is consistent in EQ. By Theorem 5.11 . has a model over H, compatible with EQ. Consider this model and the equivalence relation # defined on H by t#s iff P E (t) P E (s) for all E # E(SC ). Let [t] denote the equivalence class of the term t in #. Now we build the model M. Its domain is the set HÂ# of (nonempty) equivalence classes of #. Note that its size is bounded by 2 N where N= |E(SC )|. The interpretation of predicate symbols is the following: for each element [t] of the domain of M and each predicate symbol P we put P M ([t]) P H (t), where P M and P H are the respective interpretations of the symbol P. It is easy to check that M is a model of monadic(.).
To define an EQ-successful run of A(M ), put 8(t)=[t]. This really defines a run because if t= f (t 1 , ..., t n ) then (since . is universally quantified over y i ) . with y i instantiated to t i for i=1, ..., n is satisfied, which means that monadic(.) (interpreted in H) with y i instantiated to t i and x f instantiated to f (t 1 , ..., t n ) is satisfied, so monadic(.) (interpreted in M ) with y i instantiated to [t i ] and x f instantiated to [ f (t 1 , ..., t n )] is satisfied, and f ([t 1 ] , ..., [t n ]) Ä [ f (t 1 , ..., t n )] belongs to the set of rules.
The run is EQ-successful because of the two following facts. First is that the domain of M consists only of nonempty equivalence classes of #. The second is that a considered model of . is compatible with EQ, so for all terms t and any function r giving for each term its representant in EQ we have [t]=[r(t)], so each nonempty equivalence class contains an element of r(H). K Lemma 5.20. If there exists a model M of monadic(.) and an EQ-successful run of A(M ) then SC is consistent in EQ.
Proof. Let M be a model of monadic(.) and 8: H Ä Q an EQ-successful run of A(M ). Let r be the function from the definition of an EQ-successful run. Define an interpretation over H of predicate symbols occurring in . as follows:
. It is easy to see that . is satisfied in this interpretation. Since 8 is an EQ-successful run of A(M ), we have that _zP E (z) implies _zP E (r(z)) for every predicate symbol P E interpreted over H. By Theorem 5.12 SC is consistent in EQ. K As a corollary to Lemmas 5.19 and 5.20 we get the following Theorem 5.21. SC is consistent in EQ if and only if there exists a finite model M of monadic(.) and an EQ-successful run of A(M ).
5.4.2.
Decidability of the Problem. In this section we will prove that the problem given a complete tree set automaton, does there exist an EQ-successful run of A, is decidable. Together with Theorem 5.21 and a finite (by Lemma 5.17) number of models to check, it will give the decidability result for systems of mixed set constraints in linear shallow theories.
Before we present the proof we want to give some intuition about why this problem is difficult. The first idea of solving it is to use pumping lemma techniques. The (false) pumping lemma here would look as follows: if there exists an EQsuccessful run 8 such that 8(s)=q where s is a big term then there is a big subterm t 1 of s and a small term t 2 such that 8(t 1 )=8(t 2 ) and 8$ defined by 8$(u)=8(u[t 2 Ât 1 ]) is another EQ-successful run. Here u[t 2 Ât 1 ] denotes a term obtained by replacing (each or some occurrence of) t 2 by t 1 . Using such a lemma we would be able to prove that if there exists an EQ-successful run 8 then there exists another EQ-successful run 8$ and a small set T of small terms such that 8$(T )=Q. The following example shows that this approach does not work.
700 (a))))=q, where f 700 (a) denotes function symbol f applied 700 times to the constant a. Now the intention is to replace f 700 (a) by a to get 8$( g(g(a, a), g(a, a)))=q. But then we would have to have 8$ ( g(a, a) )=q 0 and 8$( g(a, a))=q 1 which is impossible because 8$ must be a function.
The method used here is taken from [CP94a] , slightly modified to deal with equational theories, and translated to the language of tree set automata. Similar results (for the empty theory) were obtained in [GTT93b] , but the proof presented there is much more complicated.
We fix a linear ordering O on terms such that if t is a term of depth lower than the depth of s, then t Os. The maximal subterm of a term f (s 1 , ..., s k ) is a term s j among s 1 , ..., s k such that for all i k, s i O s j (if there are two maximal subterms s j =s l with j<l then the first occurrence, i.e., s j , is the maximal subterm).
In the text below, when we speak of equivalence classes, we mean the equivalence relation # defined by t#s iff 8(t)=8(s). Note that if the automaton is of the form A(M ) then this is exactly the relation # used in the proof of Lemma 5.19.
We will show that each EQ-successful run can be approximated by some finite set. We fix some EQ-successful run 8 with function r. We treat the set H&r(H) as some inconvenient balast, so when we speak of terms, we mean terms from r(H) rather than terms from H. Whenever we choose a term which is used in the proof below, it must be an element of r(H).
Definition 5.22. If 8 is an EQ-successful run of A then the initial part of 8 is 8 restricted to the minimal finite closed subset of r(H) containing the minimal (according to the order O) terms (from r(H)) in each equivalence class.
Note that the initial part of a run is a partial run and can be extended to a run. We will show that if this set is too big then we are able to construct a new EQ-successful run with a smaller initial part. The key observation here is that if f(s 1 , ..., t, ..., s n ) belongs to the domain of the initial part, and this set contains no other term containing t as a subterm, then if we can replace f (s 1 , ..., t, ..., s n ) by f(s$ 1 , ..., t, ..., s$ n ) where s i #s$ i and s$ i are minimal in their equivalence classes, we obtain a run with a smaller initial part. Of course the terms s$ i must be taken from r(H).
In the text below c[i] denotes the i th term (according to the ordering O) in the set 8 &1 (c) & r(H), and the set of milestones is a subset of the domain of the initial part (defined in the background of the definitions below). We call a ground term composed if it is not a constant symbol.
Definition 5.23. The semi-skeleton of the initial part of an EQ-successful run 8 is a labeled graph K constructed in the following way:
v initialize the set of milestones as the set containing all the minimal terms in each equivalence class, v initialize the set of nodes of K as the minimal set containing the set of milestones and closed under the operation of taking the maximal subterm, v label each node t in K with 8(t), v connect each composed term in K with its maximal subterm by an edge directed from a term to its superterm, v label each edge t Ä f (s 1 , ..., t, ..., s n ) with the rule f (8(s 1 )[1] , ..., V, ...,
8(s n )[1]).
Before we say how to extend the semi-skeleton to a skeleton, we want to provide some intuition on how to interpret this graph. A label of an edge can be interpreted as information how to build a new EQ-successful run. The rule f (c 1 [1] g(a, f (a)), g(a, g(a, f (a) )), labeled, respectively, with q 0 , q 0 , q 1 , q.
Lemma 5.25. If 8 is an EQ-successful run then there exists a skeleton K of the initial part of 8.
Proof. This is Lemma 4.7 in [CP94a] . There are only two minor differences. The first difference is the language in [CP94a] there is no transformation from models of monadic formulae to tree set automata (Section 5.4.1), and we speak directly about solutions of systems of set constraints instead of successful runs. The second difference is that here we are restricted to r(H). However this is not a problem since r(H) and H have the same structure in the sense that if t is a member of r(H) then each subterm of t is also a member of r(H).
The detailed proof of this and the next lemmas can also be found in [Cha95] . K Lemma 5.26. If there exists an EQ-successful run of the automaton, then there exists one with the domain of the initial part consisting of at most 2 |Q| 3 terms.
Proof. This is Lemma 4.13 in [CP94a] . K Theorem 5.27. It is decidable whether a complete tree set automaton admits an EQ-successful run.
Proof. To decide whether a complete tree set automaton admits an EQ-successful run it is enough to check if there exists a skeleton with at most 2 |Q| 3 nodes such that for every two nodes t, s we have t{ EQ s.
Lemma 5.26 proves that this method is complete. To prove that it is sound we will show that if there exists a skeleton such that for every two nodes t, s we have t{ EQ s then there exists an EQ-successful run. But this is quite simple since the mapping assigning to each node its label is a partial run. To prove that this run is EQ-successful we have to find a proper function r. For every term t such that there exists a node t$ with t= EQ t$ we put r(t)=t$. Then inductively we do the following: we take the minimal (according to O) term s for which r(s) is not defined; if s is a constant symbol then we put r(s)=s; if s is a composed term of the form f(s 1 , ..., s n ) then we put r(s)= f (r(s 1 ), ..., r(s n )); for all terms s$= EQ s we put r(s$)=r(s). Now it is obvious that our run is EQ-successful. K Note that since we have no explicit bound on the complexity of checking if t{ EQ s for two given ground terms t and s, we also have no explicit bound on the complexity of checking if an automaton admits an EQ-successful run.
As a corollary to Theorems 5.21 and 5.27 and Lemma 5.17 we get the final result.
Theorem 5.28. Consistency of systems of set constraints in a linear shallow equational theory is decidable.
APPENDIX: PROOFS OF THEOREMS 5.11 AND 5.12
In the text below, the symbols W, Â, and Ä denote the usual logical connectives in the first-order language, and , o, and O denote (in the meta-language) the equivalence or consequence of formulae, interpreted in the actually considered interpretation. Therefore , 1 , 2 should be read as``the formula , 1 holds in the considered interpretation if and only if , 2 holds in this interpretation.'' The symbol = between terms denotes an equation in an equational theory, and between formulae it denotes literal equality of these formulae.
Lemma 6.1. Let S be a solution of the system SC of set constraints in the theory EQ. Let the interpretation of predicate symbols be defined by P E (t) ([t] EQ # S(E)). Then
We start with the first equivalence, and first we prove the O implication. Suppose (P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f ( y 1 , ..., y n ) ) holds.
From the definition of the interpretation we have P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f ( y 1 , ..., y n ) ) is equivalent to ([ f ( y 1 , . .., y n )] EQ # S ( f(E 1 , . .., E n ))), so P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f ( y 1 , . .., y n )) holds if and only if there exist terms t 1 , ..., t n such that ( y 1 , . .., y n ). Now we consider two cases:
Since f (t 1 , ..., t n ) ÂwwÄ f ( y 1 , ..., y n )), s and s$ must begin with the symbol f, so s= f (s 1 , ..., s n ) and
Now we will consider several cases, depending on the rule (l=r) # EQ used in the proof of step s ÂÄ 4 s$:
Case 2.1. The used rule is of the form f (u 1 , ..., u n )= f(v 1 , ..., v n ).
There are two possibilities:
Case 2.1.1. There is a substitution _ such that _( f (u 1 , ..., u n ))=s and _( f (v 1 , ..., v n ))=s$.
Since EQ is shallow, u i and v i for i=1, ..., n are either constant symbols or variables. If u i is a constant then [
Let u i 1 =v j 1 , ..., u i l =v j l be all the variables occurring both in [u 1 , ..., u n ] and [v 1 , ..., v n ] (such a sequence exists since EQ is linear). Now [
Case 2.1.2. There exists a substitution _ such that _( f (u 1 , ..., u n ))=s$ and
This case is symmetric to the previous one; here we are able to show that
In both cases (2.1.1 and 2.1.2) . (v 1 , ..., v n ) ) holds, which ends the proof of the O implication in the Case 2.1.
Case 2.2. The used rule is of the form x= f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ). Let i be the position of x in f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ). Again there are two posibilities: either there exists a substitution _ such that _(x)=s and _ ( f (v 1 , ..., x, . .., v n ))=s$ and then Ã v j # C P v j ( y j ) 7 P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( y i ) holds, or there exists a substitution _ such that _(x)=s$ and _ ( f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ) )=s, and then Ã v j # C P E j (v j ) 7 P E i ( f ( y 1 , . .., y n ))
In both cases . f (v 1 ..., x, ..., v n ) ) holds, which gives the proof of the O implication. Now we will prove the o implication. Suppose
holds. Again we have to consider several cases, depending on which disjunct holds.
Case 2. Some of .
Case 2.1. t=s is of the form f (u 1 , ..., u n )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ).
Case 2.1.1.
holds, where u i 1 , ..., u i l and v j 1 , ..., v j l are all the variables occurring on both sides of the equation f (u 1 , ..., u n )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ), respectively, with u i k =v j k .
In this case, since P u j ( y j ) holds whenever u j # C, [ y j ] EQ # S(u j ), which means that u j = EQ y j . Hence f ( y 1 , ..., y n )= EQ _( f (u 1 , ..., u n )), where _ is the substitution binding each variable u k to the term y k , and each variable v k Â [u 1 , ..., u n ] to a term t k such that P E k (t k ) holds (existence of such a term is ensured by the formula _zP E k (z)). Using the equation f (u 1 , ..., u n )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ) we can prove that f ( y 1 , ..., y n ) = EQ _( f (v 1 , ..., v n )) (note that since u i k =v j k , _ maps each v j k to y i k ).
Case 2.1.2.
This case is symmetric to the previous one, with almost the same proof.
Case 2.2. t=s is of the form x= f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ).
Case 2.2.1. (Ã v j # C P v j ( y j ) 7 P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( y i )) holds, where i is the position of x in f (v 1 , ..., x, . .., v n ).
In this case f ( y 1 , ..., y n )= EQ _ ( f (v 1 , ..., y i , . .., v n ))= EQ y i , where _ maps v j to y j if v j is a variable and does not change v j if it is a constant, so [ f ( y 1 , ..., y n )] EQ = [ y i ] EQ # S( f (E 1 , ..., E n )) and P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f ( y 1 , . .., y n )) holds. (v 1 , ..., x, . .., v n ).
In this case f ( y 1 , ...,
This ends the proof of the o implication in
The proof of the equivalence
+ is almost the same; the difference is that we have to consider less cases since in the proof f ( } } } ) ÂÄ 4 g( } } } ) there may be only one possible direction of using equations from EQ. In both directions of the proof, Case 1 is not present ( f and g are different symbols, so the proof must contain a ÂÄ 4 step), Case 2.1.1 corresponds to the formula .
f ( } } } ) (x= g( } } } )), and Case 2.2.2 to .
This ends the proof of Lemma 6.1. K Theorem 5.11. If SC is consistent in EQ then . has a model over the Herbrand universe H over 7, compatible with EQ.
Proof. Suppose SC is consistent in EQ and let S be its solution. Define an interpretation of predicate symbols P E for E # E(SC ) in the following way: P E (t) ([t] EQ # S(E)). We will show that this interpretation (obviously compatible with EQ) is a model of ..
Clearly . SC true in this interpretation, since for positive constraints E E$ we have
and for negative constraints E 3 E$ we have
It is also obvious that . E(SC ) W true and . C W true.
Lemma 6.1 completes the proof. K Here we start the proof of Theorem 5.12. From now on we assume that . is satisfiable, we fix its model and identify it with a function 8. The function 8$ is defined by 8$(t)=8(r(t)) and it corresponds to another interpretation of .. We use the following convention here: P$ E (t) denotes P E (r(t)), .$ is the formula . with all atoms of the form P E (t) replaced by P E (r(t)). For the sake of readability we sometimes identify formulas with their interpretations.
The main problem with Theorem 5.12 is to prove that this new interpretation is a model of ., and this is done in Lemma 6.9. Lemmas 6.2 6.5 are used in proofs of Lemmas 6.6 6.8. Lemmas 6.6 6.8 say that particular parts of the formula . are satisfied under the new interpretation. By the definition of .
this is equal to
which, by the induction assumption is equivalent to
Finally, this is equivalent to g( y 1 , ..., y n )= EQ c. K Lemma 6.3. If f (t 1 , ..., t n )=r(t) for some term t, then for each i we have t i { EQ f (t 1 , ..., t n ).
Proof.
Suppose t i = EQ f (t 1 , ..., t n ). Then r(t i ) = r( f (t 1 , ..., t n )) = f (r(t 1 ), ..., r(t i ), ..., r(t n )). But r(t i ) cannot be its own proper subterm. K Lemma 6.4. For each term g(t 1 , ..., t m ), either r(g(t 1 , ..., t m ))= g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) or r( g(t 1 , ..., t m )) ÂÄ Proof. Suppose r(g(t 1 , ..., t m )){ g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )). Let r(g(t 1 , ..., t m ))= h(s 1 , ..., s k ) (this includes the case of g=h). Then there exists an equational proof of equality in EQ between h(s 1 , ..., s k ) and g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) of the form g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) ÂwwÄ
Now we consider three cases:
Case 1. The equation used in the step 4 was of the form x=h(v 1 , ..., x, ..., v k ).
In this case s i = EQ s$ i = EQ g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m ))= EQ r(g(t 1 , ..., t m ))=h(s 1 , ..., s k ). This contradicts Lemma 6.3, which means that in the ÂÄ Then, since for j{i we have r(t j )= EQ t$ j =_(v j ), either r(t j ) is a constant symbol or v j is a variable different from x, and there is an equation g(v$ 1 , ..., x, ..., v$ m )=x in EQ, where v$ j =r(t j ) if v j # C and v$ j =v j if v j # V. Hence g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) ÂÄ 4 r(t i )=r( g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )))=r( g(t 1 , ..., t m )).
Case 3. The equation used in the step 4 was of the form g(u 1 , ..., u m )=h(v 1 , ..., v k ), with u i 1 =v j 1 , ..., u i l =v j l being all the variables occurring on both sides of this equation.
Let u$ i =r(u i ) and v$ j =r(v j ) if u i and v j are constant symbols, and u$ i =u i , v$ j =v j if u i , v j are variables. Since EQ contains all equations of the form c=r(c) for every constant symbol c, it must also contain, by Lemma 5.6, the equation g(u$ 1 , ..., u$ m )= h(v$ 1 , ..., v$ k ). Let _ be the substitution assigning t$ i j to u i j . Then we have r(t i j )= EQ t$ i j =_(u i j )=_(v j j )=s$ j j = EQ s j j =r(s j j ). Hence r(t i j )=s j j and g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) ÂÄ 4 h(s 1 , ..., s k )
by the equation g(u$ 1 , ..., u$ m )=h(v$ 1 , ..., v$ k ). K Lemma 6.5. For each term g(t 1 , ..., t m ) and each expression f (E 1 , ..., E n ) # E(SC ), if P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (r ( g(t 1 , . .., t m ))) holds then either r( g(t 1 , ..., t m ))= f (s 1 , ..., s n ) or r( g(t 1 , ..., t m )) ÂÄ 4 f (s 1 , ..., s n ) with P E j (s j ) for every j # [1, ..., n]. Case 1.1. e is of the form x=h(v 1 , ..., x, ..., v k ).
This case is not possible since it contradicts Lemma 6.3. Case 1.2. e is of the form x= f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ).
Then .
which (since . C evaluates to true, by the definition of r and by the assumption of the lemma) is equivalent to g(t 1 , ..., t m ) 
Case 1.3. e is of the form h(u 1 , ..., u k )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ) with variables u i 1 =
Note that Ã n j=1 _zP E j (z) holds. Now, by Lemma 6.4, g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t n )) ÂÄ Then r(t j )=w j for w j # C and r(t i )=h(x 1 , ..., x k ). By Lemma 6.2 P w j (r(t j )) holds for w j # C. By the assumption of the lemma and the definition of 8$, P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (r(g(t 1 , ..., t m ))) holds, so we have
Case 1.3.2. The equation used in the step g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t n )) ÂÄ 4 h(x 1 , ..., x k ) was of the form g(w 1 , ..., w m )=h(u$ 1 , ..., u$ k ).
Then, since h(x 1 , ..., x k ) is a common instance of h(u 1 , ..., u k ) and h(u$ 1 , ..., u$ k ), these terms are unifiable. Let _=mgu(h(u 1 , ..., u k ), h(u$ 1 , ..., u$ k )). Then, by Lemma 5.6 the equation g(w 1 _, ..., w m _)= f (v 1 _, ..., v n _) belongs to EQ. Let w j 1 _=v j $ 1 _, ..., w j l $ _ =v j $ l $ _ be all the variables occurring on both sides of this equation. So now, for
If v j _ is a constant symbol, then either v j _=v j and
true. If w j _ is a constant then w j _=r(t j ) and true P w j _ (r(t j ))=P$ w j _ (t j ).
If w j i _ is a variable then w j i _=u$ i j _, so r(t j i )=x i j and P E i$ j (x i j )=P E j$ i (r(t j i )). P E i$ j (x i j ) holds by the assumption of the Case 1.3, and P E j$ i (r(t j i )) is equal to P$ E j$ i (t j i ).
Since Ã n j=1 _zP E j (z) holds (remark in the Case 1.3), we have Ã n j=1 _zP$ E j (z) holds (assumption of the lemma) which implies
We have just shown that
which implies true e # EQ .$
(e). This ends the proof of Case 1.
Case 2. r( g(t 1 , ..., t m ))= f (x 1 , ..., x n ).
f (x 1 , ..., x n ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e) holds. If e # EQ .
f (x 1 , ..., x n ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e) holds, then the proof is symmetric to the proof in Case 1, so suppose that Ã n i=1 P E i (x i ) holds. By Lemma 6.4 there exists e # EQ such that g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) ÂÄ 4 e f (x 1 , ..., x n ). Again we have to consider three cases: v e cannot be of the form x= f (..., x, ...), because it would contradict Lemma 6.3
v if e is of the form x= g(v 1 , ..., x, ..., v m ), then the argumentation is similar to Case 1.3.1:
Since . C holds and by the assumption we have
v e is of the form g(u 1 , ..., u m )= f (v 1 , ..., v n )
If u j # C, then r(t j )=u j # C, so P u j (r(t j )) holds, which means that P$ u j (t j )
holds. If v j # C then x j =v j , and since x j =r(x j ), also v j =r(v j ). Hence P E j (x j ) implies P E j (r(v j )), which means that P$ E j (v j ) holds.
holds, which means that .$
This ends the proof of Lemma 6.6.
Lemma 6.7. Assume that EQ is nonerasing or, for every predicate symbol P E , _zP E (z) implies _zP E (r(z)). Then for every different function symbols f and g in 7 we have
Proof. The assumption that EQ is nonerasing or _zP E (z) implies _zP E (r(z)) is used in the same way as in Lemma 6.6.
As usual, the proof depends on the form of e.
Case 1. e is of the form x= f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ). The argumentation here is similar to that of Case 1.2 (read from right to left) of Lemma 6.6:
Case 2. e is of the form x= g(v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ) (t 1 , . .., t m ))) O P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (r ( g(t 1 , . .., t m ))) =P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( g(t 1 , ..., t m )).
Case 3. e is of the form g(u 1 , ..., u m )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ) with u i 1 =v i $ 1 , ..., u i l 
_zP E j (r(z)).
If r( g(t 1 , ..., t m ))= g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) then this is equal to .
r( g(t 1 , ..., t m )) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e) which means that P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( g(t 1 , ..., t m )) holds.
Suppose r (g(t 1 , . .., t n ))=h(x 1 , ..., x k ) (this includes the cases with h= f and h= g). By Lemma 6.4 there exists an equation e$ such that g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) ÂÄ 4 e$ h(x 1 , ..., x k ). Now we will consider four possible forms of e$.
Case 3.1. e$ of the form x=h(...x, ...) contradicts Lemma 6.3
Case 3.2. e$ is of the form x= g(w 1 , ..., x, ..., w m ).
Since g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) is a common instance of g(u 1 , ..., u m ) and g(w 1 , ..., w m ), by Lemma 5.6 EQ contains an equation _( f (v 1 , ..., v n ))=_(x), where _ is the most general unifier of g(u 1 , ..., u m ) and g(w 1 , ..., w m ).
Suppose that _(x) is a variable. Then x must be equal to one of the variables u i 1 , ..., u i l , say u i p otherwise _(x) would not be among _(w 1 ), ..., _(w m ) and EQ would be trivial. So r( g(t 1 , ..., t m ))=t i p =r(t i p ). Let s j =r(v j ) for such j that v j # C, s i $ q =r(t i q ) for q=1, ..., l, and s j for such j that v j # V&[u 1 , ..., u m ] be a term satisfying _zP E j (z). Then we have Ã n j=1 P E j (s j ). Now if _(v j ) # C then _(v j )=r(t j )=s j , so P E j (_(v j )) holds. Hence we have
=. (t 1 , . .., t m )))=P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (g(t 1 , ..., t m )).
If _(x) is not a variable, then r(g(t 1 , ..., t m ))=_(x) and
=.
_(x) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (_( f (v 1 , ..., v n ))=_(x)) O P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (_(x)) =P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (r( g(t 1 , ..., t m )))=P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (g(t 1 , ..., t m )).
Case 3.3. e$ is of the form g(w 1 , ..., w m )=h(u$ 1 , ..., u$ k ), and e${e.
This case is symmetric to Case 1.3.2 of the previous lemma. Since g(r(t 1 ), ..., r(t m )) is a common instance of g(u 1 , ..., u k ) and g(u$ 1 , ..., u$ k ), these terms are unifiable. Let _=mgu(g(u 1 , ..., u k ), g(u$ 1 , ..., u$ k )). Then, by Lemma 5.6 the equation h(w 1 _, ..., w m _)= f (v 1 _, ..., v n _) belongs to EQ. Let w j 1 _=v j $ 1 _, ..., w j l$ _= v j $ l$ _ be all the variables occurring on both sides of this equation. So now, for each i # [1, ..., l $] there exists a j # [1, ..., l] such that w j i _=v j $ i _=v i $ j _=u i j _=u$ i j _. Note that j$ i =i $ j here.
If v j _ is a constant symbol, then either v j _=v j and P E j (v j )=P E j (v j _) O P E j (r(v j _)) O P$ E j (v j _), or v j =v i $ j$ =u i j$ for some j $ l and then v j _=u i j$ _=r(t i j$ ). Then
(v i $ j$ _). In both cases P E j (v j _) holds.
If w j _ is a constant then w j _=x j and P w j _ (x j ) holds. If w j i _ is a variable then w j i _=u$ i j _, so x j i =r(t i j ) and P E i $ j (r(t i j ))=P E j $ i (x j i ).
P E i $ j (r(t i j )) holds by the assumption of Case 3, so Ã _zP E j (z)
h(x 1 , ..., x k ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (h(w 1 _, ..., w m _)= f (v 1 _, ..., v n _))=.
r( g(t 1 , ..., t n )) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (h( } } } )= f ( } } } ))
O P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (r( g(t 1 , ..., t m )))=P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (g(t 1 , ..., t m )).
Case 3.4. e$=e.
In this case r(g(t 1 , ..., t n )) is of the form f (s 1 , ..., s n ) and Ã v j # C P E j (v j ) 7 Ã l k=1 P E i $ k (r(t i k )) implies Ã n j=1 P E j (s j ), which implies P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f (s 1 , ..., s n ))= P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (r(g(t 1 , ..., t m ))) =P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( g(t 1 , ..., t m )). K Lemma 6.8. Assume that EQ is nonerasing or, for every predicate symbol P E , _zP E (z) implies _zP E (r(z)). Then P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f (t 1 , ..., t n )) \ (P$ E 1 (t 1 ) 7 } } } 7 P$ E n (t n )) 6 e # EQ .$ f (t 1 , ..., t n ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e)
Proof. If r( f (t 1 , ..., t n ))= f (r(t 1 ), ..., r(t n )) then the proof is straightforward: P$ f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f (t 1 , ..., t n )) P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f (r(t 1 ), ..., r(t n )))
f (r(t 1 ), ..., r(t n )) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e)
P$ E i (t i ) 6 e # EQ .$ f (t 1 , ..., t n ) f (E 1 ..., E n ) (e)
Proof. In the light of Lemmas 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 it is enough to show that .$ SC , .$ E(SC ) , and .$ C hold. But this is obvious since (in the case of .$ SC ) for positive constraints we have P$ E ( y)=P E (r( y)) O P E$ (r( y))=P$ E$ ( y), and for negative constraints we have _xP E & E$ (x) implies _xP E & E$ (r(x)) which is equivalent to _xP$ E & E$ (x). The cases of .$ E(SC ) and of .$ C are similar.
Note that if EQ is nonerasing and SC does not contain negative constraints then we do not need the assumption that _zP E (z) implies _zP E (r(z)). K Theorem 5.12. Assume that . has a model over the Herbrand universe H over 7. If either EQ is nonerasing and SC does not contain negative constraints or _zP E (z) implies _zP E (r(z)) for every predicate symbol P E then SC is consistent in EQ.
Proof. We will prove that 8$ defines a solution of SC. Let S(E)=[[t] EQ | P$ E (t)] for E # E(SC ). We have to show that this definition of S satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1.
The formula . SC assures that the first two conditions are satisfied. The third condition is a particular case of the last one. The formula . E(SC ) assures us that everything is correct in the case of set union, intersection, empty set, and the whole universe, and together with compatibility with EQ of the new interpretation, it gives that the condition put on complement of a set expression, is satisfied.
The last thing to prove is that S( f (E 1 , ..., E n ))=[[ f (t 1 , ..., t n )] EQ | [t i ] EQ # S(E i ) for i=1, ..., n], for any function symbol f of arity n 0.
First we prove the inclusion. Take any equivalence class of the equality = EQ belonging to the set S( f (E 1 , ..., E n )), and let t be the minimal (according to O ) term in this class. So we have t # [t] EQ # S( f(E 1 , ..., E n )). There are two possibilities: either t is of the form f (t 1 , ..., t n ) or it is of the form g(t 1 , ..., t m ), for some terms t 1 , ..., t n or t m , and some function symbol g different from f. Assume that t= f (t 1 , ..., t n ). By the definition of S we have that P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f (t 1 , ..., t n )) holds. By the definition of . we have that either Ã n i=1 P E i (t i ) holds or . f (t 1 , ..., t n ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e) holds for some e.
In the first case, by the definition of S we have [t i ] EQ # S(E i ) and therefore [t] EQ # [[ f (t 1 , ..., t n )] EQ | [t i ] EQ # S(E i )]. In the second case we have two possibilities v e is of the form f (u 1 , ..., u n )= f (v 1 , ..., v n ).
Then f (t 1 , ..., t n )= f (u 1 , ..., u n )_ for some substitution _, and let _ map each v j if it is a variable not in [u 1 , ..., u n ] to such term s j that P E j (s j ) holds. Since v e is of the form x= f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ) with x on ith position in f (v 1 , ..., x, ..., v n ).
Then, by minimality of t in [t] EQ , t cannot be of the form f (t 1 , ..., t i , ..., t n ) with t i = EQ t, so t= EQ f (v 1 , ..., t, ..., v n ) _ where _ maps variables v j to such terms s j that P E j (s j ) holds (if v j is a constant symbol, _ of course does not change it). By the definitions of S and . The case with t of the form g(t 1 , ..., t m ) is analogous we have to consider only two possibilities of e in . g(t 1 , ..., t m ) f (E 1 , ..., E n ) (e), symmetric to the two cases above.
The proof of the $ inclusion is much simpler. Take any equivalence class [ f (t 1 , ..., t n )] EQ such that [t i ] EQ # S(E i ). By the definition of S we have that P E i (t i ) holds and therefore P f (E 1 , ..., E n ) ( f (t 1 , ..., t n )) holds, so [ f (t 1 , ..., t n )] EQ # S( f (E 1 , ..., E n )). K
